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OF MEN & RECORDINGS
An lnterview with Adolph HersethThe Chicago's Legendary

Trumpeter
I

Adolph Herseth is the principal trumpeter with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. He
joined the orchestra in 1948, though matters did not initially develop as expected.
I was invited here by Artur Rodzinski, who was the conductor of the orchestra tor one year
only, as it turned out and, of course, you always ioin the lollowing season and by the time I
came he had atready lef t, so I never got the opportunity to play with the inan who hired me . . .
Unfortunately, because they told me he was a very exciting man to play lor.
After a period under guest conductors and Rafael Kubelik, Fritz Reiner was engaged as'
principal conductor. We are, of course, interested in the recordings that the orchestra made
for RCA under the leadership o{ Reiner. Mr. Herseth talks of those recording sessions.
All of ,hose recordings (f or RCA) were made in Orchestra Hall, Chicago . . . The orchestra
was seated on the stage and was treated in no special way whatsoever, there were no curtains
hung over to separate the stage f rom the hall itself . Welust set up on normal concert array and
played. That's all.
Many of us concerned with lhe Absolute Sound, readers and writers alike, are fascinated,
by the microphone arrangements used for records whose sound qualities we appreciate.
They recorded in stereo right f rom the very firsl sesslons, which was in March of 1954,
which was Ein Heldenleben.
Two microphones were used for the first five sessions (with an additional microphone lor
the soloist). But then, much laterlcan't pinpoint toi you exactly when it happened, but I do recall coming on the slage at,
some /afer sesslon, several years into Reiner's regime, and all of a sudden there were many',
more mikes than we had seen bef ore. One of my colleagues who joined our orchestra as a i
trumpet player somewhere af ter a tew years, made a remark when we went up on the stage i
belore a session, "My God! Lost in the impenetrable forest!" I think those were only usedas i
touch-up mikes, you know.
i
The recording gear uvas set up in an old . . . er, what we used to call a baggage or trunki
room in the basement of Orchestra Hall, it's actually . . . about, about half-way f rom tront to i
back in the basement. I don't know il you're tamiliar with the building at all, but in f act about:
'

:

:

i

half -way f rom the f ront to the back in the basement level. And that's where everything yvas sel
up. Playbacks were done there, all the recording equipment yvas sel up there.
Later on they did set it up in the outer foyer tor playback, it was a little livelier space.

I

We turned from the mechanical to the hurnan, and to Herseth's memories of the lwo men,
who made up the team of Mohr and Layton. Richard Mohr was the producer of the vast majority of the RCA Chicago recordings from 1955 onwards.
Well, I remember Dick Mohr quite well, yes, because he was-a very nice man to work
f or-very soft spoken. Authoritarian, but in a very, very discreet way. And he and Reiner apparently worked well together-any suggestlons tf,at he had to make to either conductor or
orchestra, and of course one didn't make allthat many suggesllons to Reiner, except in terms
of balance tor the microphones' benef it. All of those suggestlons were made in the nicest
possib/e way. I would have to rate him as my f avorite producer, really. We were sorry when,
RCA moved him to ltaly for its opera operation.
i
The other member of the recording team was the engineer, Lewis Layton. He was, accord-l
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ing to Herseth, a littte more-oh.-they were all pretty nice guys to work with, l'll say that, and
they teft pretty much everything to Reiner, you know?
Wnen they sat and tistened to ptaybacks . . they made very f ew comments unless Reiner
asked themto.And. . . aslrememberLayton,hewas. . . hestruckmeasverymuchinthe
Richard Mohr mold.
And, beyond that can't give you a heck of an impression, l'm sorry to say.
. . . I must tellyou that we, . . a tot of us stillgo back and play some of those old records

fromthattimebecauseOrcfiestraHallitselfwasamuchbettersoundinghallinthosedays..
. Successive renovations have not done us much of a service, l'm afraid . . and . . the,
even the old Mercuries that we did with Kubelik have astounding quality .

ambiencelthink...
. . you see yve only
beyondtheorchestra.

. . have astounding

used one littte Telefunken mike, hung about 30 feet above and out

. . Amazing!

But the halt itself was an excellent recording hall f or the things that they were all getting in'
to when the LP era began, and . . . the renovation that was done there (in)'6T really iust dried
the place up and they did another renovation here about a year ago;tried to restore a little bit
of the sort of warmth that we had in the sound. We think that we got a little of it back, but not
much.
It certainly does seem as though the trend-inf luenced it seems as much as by the requirements of recording and TV studios as by economics-is towards ever drier acoustics
and shorter reverberation times in concert halls. Herseth agrees.
Yeah, and most musicians f eel that that's all going in the wrong direction-they never ask
us about il, so .
. . As Stokowski said when he heard his tirst concert in Lincoln Center and . . . what's
now Avery Fischer Hall . . . and somebody said,'Well, how do you like our new hall?' And he
said, 'As usual, you ask me too late!' lt's a lovely story.
Mention of the Mercury recordings had reminded the trumpeter of even earlier days.
. . . The very f irst recording I ever made was the Kubelik one of Pictures and Bob Fine and
David Hallwere the two people doing it, and they had a little Mercury-a little Volkswagen van
that they had-their equipment in . . some equipment in . . iust parked in the alley iust
behind the hall, and I think they ran cables to-a commercial recording studio here in
Chicago-a commercial recording studio here in Chicago-where the actual taping itselt
was taking place-The Universal Studios, that's what it was called.
It was natural to turn from recollections of his very first recording session to his vivid
memory of the first recording session under the baton of Fritz Reiner for RCA, during which
the orchestra performed Ein Heldenleben. And then came lhe Dance of the Seven Veils from
Salome.
That was done about eleven o'clock at night after we'd worked most of the day on the

HeldenlebenLate at night?
Yeah. We recorded in the morning for about, oh, I would guess tour hours, and then there
was, there uyas some kind of a travelogue f ilm-Geographic Soclety f ilm-in the af ternoon,
so we had to go out of the hall, and came back again in the evening-late af ternoonleveningand worked until eleven o'elock on Heldenleben. Everybody hadvisionsof Martinis in their
heads, and Reiner came out and said,'Now ve do the Zalome's Danze'. Which we did, getting
out of there about 12:30 a.m.
Herseth has spoken of the mechanical aspects of the recording sessions, what about the
conductor's attitude towards recording?
Well, I can give you a pertect example.
When we did the Beethoven Seventh with him, we made one shot at the whole piece and
listening to playbacks, and he came back on the stage and he said, "Toscanini was right. For
the record you cannot take as s/ow a tempo as you do for the concert. So we must do the f irst
movement again.l took the introduction too slowly."
Ihose were his words.
So we did the f irst movement again, whether just the introduction or the whole thing, or part
of it,l can't tellyou at this point. But that's allwe did over again. Hedidn't want any more takes
than necessary. Richard Mohr would always, I think, in some way, try to convince him there
should be two takes in case something happened to one of them, and-that was really as
many as Reiner would make, was two. And he understood that that was advisable for any
number of reasons, obviously, but he did not want to waste any more time doing it then, you
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know, he f igured, that we got it right lirst time, you people downstairs could get it right. That
was essentially his attitude.
So lhere was very little of this . . . you know . . . cut and splice business that has been so
popular with some artists. He didn't like that doing a measure or two. lf something had to be
done over, he'd do at least a whole section or preferably the whole movement so that there
was always the sense of compleleness there. And you could usually sense that too, you
know? You could get a nicely balanced, a nice clean perf ormance, but nowadays continuity is
gone really, you know.
ln view of the fact that so many of us admire the quality of the sound of many of the recordings, it is interesting to know what kind of sound Reiner was seeking.
I think . . . I think he really wanted to be sure he heard all the parts. I think that was what he
wanted more than anything else. . . He never said give me this kind of a quality of sound or
that kind of a quality. Most of the time when a conductorasks an orchestra f or that, you don't
get it in that consclous way. .
But, Reiner really wanted to hear the parts properly played
and he wanted to be able to hear them in their proper context. And that was always the way I
understood what he wanted f rom us when we had the microphones there. . . . He had a real
way of iust simply letting the orchestra play, I mean, we knew what he was looking for. The
sessions were very eff iciently done, I always thought.
. . . I think, occassion ally too, he would rebalance things af ter hearing a playback, so that
you played a little differently tor the mikes than you did for the audience because the mikes
don't hear it quite like the audience, you know.
I think he was very much aware of some pacings-as I mentioned in the case of the
Beethoven Seventh- that would do in the live perf ormance, but not on a record because the
listener doesn't have the visual there.
We talked about specif ic recordings, and started with one that was not recorded by Reiner,
but by Pierre Monteux: Franck's Symphony in D minor.
Boy! I can remember, of course, the perf ormance that Monteux' . . Monteux'concept of
the piece was f antastic and I always thought that was a marvelous record. Some people complained about it being excesslve/y bright, but, he actually wanted it that way. He kept asking
us to play as brassy as we could.
I prompted him regarding his memories of the session in 1959 that produced the recording
of Wagner excerpts (LSC 2441).
There were some problems with the bass trumpet. (Laugh) That's about all that comes to
mind. (Laugh) That sort of goes with the thing. Ihe bass trumpet is a bastard instrument.
Some people think it should be played by the fourth trumpet player. Some people think by the
assistant f irst trombone, or whatever. There's any pay for that. Ah!
And the recording ol ScheherazadeSidney Harth was the concertmaster doing the so/os on that recording and that was a little
later into Reiner's tenure . . and Janos Starker was the f irst cellist.
Durlng the early 1960's Fritz Reiner was not a well man.
. . We didn't even make, probably, that many records in the last couple of years that
Reinerwas here . . . Hewasailing. Hewasoutforalmostonewholeseason . . . He'd been illmlssed most of the season
back, directed some of the tinal season,'62-63 and then . .
-came
. gave the post and then died
the following [November (1963)] in New York.
And today's recording techniques?
Well, I tell you, when we f irst started heaiing playbacks of digital, we were knocked out. ln
my experience, the playbacks we have heard have never had anything to do with the finished
product that came out. ln other words, whei you hear a playback, you think, My God! they
f inally got it right!
All the things that go on between that point and the record's coming out. l'll be very trank
with you, I consider the record buslness a f raud. Because every company which comes in
here, every producer who comes in here, they make the orchestra sound the way lhey think it
should sound. To me, thats f raudulent, right f rom the start.
how about
ls every producer like that? How about the older generation of producers .
the team of Mohr and Layton?
No . . no. I think they captured as c/ose to as natural a sound of our group, and also Bob
Fine and David Hall back in the Mercury days . . Well, what are you going to do with one
mike, you know? (Laughs) You set it up where it picks up the sound good and you let the band
play, OK?

. . Most of us would rather hear a good analogue than-huh!-l haven't heard a digital
yet that I thought was great.lthink it's an unnatural, sterile sound. . . . We're conditioned to
listening to analogue, I understand that. But I have not been that impressed.
I so told Herseth that he had made some rather strong statements regarding the recording
industry. Fraudulent?
Well, there are f raudulenl aspects to ir. lt's not a total traud,obviously. You have producers
come in to record you who have never heard the orchestra play a live concert/
Now, what the helldo they know about how it should sound? So they make you sound the
way they think you ought to sound. We have English producers who come in here-they've
heard us live a tew times now-and they want us to sound like an English orchestra. The German producers who f irst came f rom Deutsch Gramophone, they wanted us to sound like the
Berlin Philharmonic and that's ridiculous!
-llan

Payne

But I know that you are waiting for the
details . .

Angel "45" Classics
HOLST: The Planets-Mars, Venus, Mer-

-Right,
. . so I willtake

cury, Jupiler. London Symphony Orchestra, Andre Previn (cond.). [Ken Perry
(disc mastering)l Angel SS-45000.

STRAVINSKY: fhe Firebird Suife (1919).
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Carlo Maria
Giulini(cond.). IKen Perry (disc mastering)]

lacks dimensionality, each instrument
sounds like a cardboard cut-out. Although
there is much highlighting of individual instruments there is also a paradoxical lack
of inner detail. The sound seems "cold", it
has little bloom to it. I think that I mean by
this that there is little sense of an acoustic
envelope to the sound. lt seems as though
the sound of each instrument is flat and
cold instead of round and warm. I hope that
I am making sense to someone. lf ldid not
know better, I would say that the sound on
this record exhibits many of the characteristics of digital sound. The original 33 rpm
release had less brilliance of sound, less
presence if you will, a slightly more distant
perspective, more gcoustic ambience and
a richer sound.
Even so, this was hardly a performance
to set the stars a-spinning.
Giulini's Firebird got a mixed reception
when it was first released, but to my ears
this is a lovely and exciting performance
that is always well-shaped. The music has
time to breathe and yet there is plenty of
snap and excitement to the interpretation.
A most beguiling performance. Generally
the re-mastered sound is somewhat clinical and robs the performance of a realistic

Angel SS-45003.

Circumstance Marches
Numbers 2 and 4. WALTON: Crown lmperial, Orb and Scepter, London Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Adrian Boult (cond.).
ELGAR: Pomp and

[Perry

(disc mastering)] Angel SS-45009.

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Capriccio Espagnol.
GLINKA: Ruslan and Ludmilla-overture.
MUSSORGSKY: Nig/tt on a Bald Mountain.
Orchestre de Paris, Rostropovich (cond.).
[Perry (disc mastering)J Angel SS-45011
ELGAR:

Pomp and Circumstance Marches

Numbers 1 and 4. COATES'. The Dam
Euslers March, By the Sleepy Lagoon,
Knightsbridge March. Royal Liverpool

Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Charles

Groves (cond.). Angel HMV-1

-Hey,

Heyl

-Hi!whole bunch of Angel discs
-A
remastered at 45 rpm. Says right here on
the sleeve note that each of these discs
"achieves a spectacular new dimension in
classical disc mastering".
yes?

sonic atmosphere. The soundstage has
width, but no depth and there is little

-Oh there's more. "Each
of these
-And

12-inch

dimensionality to the instruments, though
the imaging is good. The sense of presence,
i.e., the effect of the transient response, is
excellent. Even though there is not sufficient ambient information, sonic cohesiveness is good. Although the dynamic range
is adequate, ldo not get the impression of a
true pp to f l,it is more of a p to l/. lt is a pity
that Giulini did not have the Telarc three-

discs presents classic orchestral

performances which have been acclaimed

for their superb sound when originally
released on 33-1/3 rpm.

-/s

that right?

-Not as far as I am concerned. Some
were good, some were just OK and on the
whole as far as I can make out these
reissues are sonically inf erior to the

microphone set-up, for only a sense of

depth and of a natural acoustic envelope

original versions.
Fear all albums bearing silver and red
stickers.

Actually, The Law of Audiophile

the records one by one

since there is such a wide variety of sound
and performance quality here.
Previn conducts Holst in a slack manner
that does not hold my attention. The sound

prevents this from consideration as

a

viable audiophile release.
The disc of Russian works conducted by
Rostropovich, on the other hand, places
high on my list of records to get rid of by
sending to friends at Chlistmas time, or at
the f irst possible opportunity.
The performances are mechanistic and
insensitive. I cannot believe that someone
who conducts like this actually likes the
music. I found the sound for the Capriccio

PR

states that the quality of recorded sound
on any record is in inverse proportion to the
quantity of audiophiliac data presented on
the sleeve of that record. Those albums
that include a whole insert devoted to such
data constitute a subset of recordings that
are merchandising products only and no
longer qualify as a viable sonic product.
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t
a little better than it was for the other two
works, but lam af raid that is saying very lit'
tle because the sound on this record iust
got on my nerves. The woodwind appears
to have been placed in f ront of and slightly
above the first and second violins, the
clarinet sounds taller than my house and I
cannot f or the life of me understand what it
is doing sitting in the concertmaster's lap.
Actually, most of the sound on this disc
seems to be skewed to the left. There is lit'
tle sonic cohesiveness, the timpani, for ex'
ample, does not seem to have anything to
do with the rest of the orchestra. I cannot
go on. lget a headache just writing about it.
Finally, two records that provide for an
interesting comparison. Bou lt's [S S4502U
was remastered in the US by Capitol rec'
ords, whereas Grove's is a British job. First
the music. These are f ine performances by
Sir Adrian. He can make strings soar and
the brass snap and crackle and snarl when
needed. He achieves a perfect discipline
from the orchestra, but a discipline that is
always in the service of the music. He has a
wonderful ear for chording and voicing of
the various melodic lines. Sir Gharles' per'
formances are perfectly adequate, but his
interpretations lack the sophistication of
the elder conductor.
And now the sound. The soundstage on
Boult's remastered 45 rpm disc is not bad,
with some depth as wellas width; the tim'

pani is clearly behind the rest of the or-

chestra but the strings do not proiect forward. The presence of the sound is not all
that it could be: The sound is not bright and
the transients are a little soft edged. The
lrequency range seems to tail off at high
end so that the harp, violins and cymbals,
lor example, lack harmonic richness. There
is little sense of an acoustic envelope and
little ambient information; nonetheless the
listener gets a good feel for the opulence of
a symphony orchestra. The original 33 rpm
release on Angel is preferable. The soundstage has more depth-this is especially
true of the placement of the violins-and
the orchestra is heard in a slightly more
distant perspective. The faults remain in
the lack of sharply etched transients and in
the lack of harmonic richness. The British
33 rpm release sounds even better than
either of the American releases. The
soundstage is even more open and the inner voices of the orchestra sound clearer
is aware, for example, of the spread
-one
of
the second violins. ln this English pressing, the second violins appear to have been

placed to the right of the conductor-

Boult's usual practice-but in the Angel45

Sonic Series which, to quote the sleeve
note, "redef ines the word environment as a

lotal music-into-sound experience," the
environment has indeed been redefined
and the second violins have been moved
over to the left next to the f irsts.
By contrast, the sound on the Groves
record (this British remastered series is
called "45 rpm dynamic sound series") is
cut at a higher level than on the Boult re'
cording and has a richer sound and sharper
transients. However there is no depth to

the soundstage. (Why is the timpanist

standing on top of the cellists?) And it is a

little more difficult to sort out the inner

detail. The original British 33 rpm release
has a less aggressive, mellower, sound,

but the difference between it and

the

remastered version is less than is the case

with the Boult recordings.
done?
-Are you
quite. Just one more
-Not
was atraid of this.

comment.

-/
go
the
-Why the hell would anyone to
trouble of remastering these recordings in
supposedly better sound and then butcher
the whole thing by rechanneling it all so as
to be quad compatible?
-llan

Payne

Timegate

Proprius
Jefta. Psalms by Monteverdi,
Rameau, Mendelssohn and lves. Angby
Kamrkor, Stokholm; soloists, instrumen'
talists with Hans Fagius (organ); Anders
Collden (cond.). [Jacob Boethius (prod.);
CARISSIMI:

Bertil Alving (eng.)l Proprius 7840

BACH: Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 (BWV
1049); Brandenburg Concerto No. S (BWV
1050). Ars Musica, Lyndon Lawless (cond.)

[Steve Eberbach (prod.], Peter McGrath

(eng.)l Timegate TG 234.

This is a disappointing recording both in

This exceptionally attractive recording

terms of performance and of recorded

sound.
. Ars Musica is a smallchamber ensemble

has given me much solace and pleasure
over the past year or so, since it represents

which performs upon baroque instru-

recorded sound.
This album conjures up f or me a vision of

member group is based in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and claims to be one of America's f ew

the almost perfect blend

of music and

country church, with bells tolling
"the knell of parting day, the lowing herd
wind slowly o'er the lea." And there, at the
far end of the nave, under the candlelight,
the gentle strains of Mendelssohn's Hear
My Prayer in as lovely and pure a perfor'
mance as one could ever hope to hear.
No praise I can devise would be too great
for either the purity of singing and the un'
failing musicianship of these performers
over the wide range of repertoire on this
a small

disc.

As usual Bertil Alving has woven his
aural magic and produced an unassuming

but satisf ying representation of the
Skokloster church space and acoustic. The
soundstage is not overly well-defined, but

it strikes the ear as a natural one, as

though the listener were sitting a third of
the way down the aisle. The imaging is also
life-like; it is not pin-point sharp, but like

actualexperience of sitting in a church
lt produces a generalized indication
of the image's location.
My two quibbles about the sound quality-it is the lack of this sort of quibble that
makes the latest releases by Reference Recordings and Performance Recordings so
breathtakingly superb-is that (1) there is
little senie of dimensionality and (2) its
'smoothed out transients betray an ab'
sence of presence.
the

or hall.

On the other hand, the sound of the
small organ, originally built in the seven-

ments, or copies thereof. The thirteen-

resident baroque chamber orchestras.
After playing together for more than ten
years one would expect that such an

ensemble could breathe some life into this

music. This proves, especially in the

Brandenburg No.4, not to be the case.
The performance of the opening Allegro
to No. 4 contains some disconcerting tempo changes, the Andante is bland and only
in the concluding perky Presto does the

performance hold the interest. After an
equally uninteresting start to No. S, in
which the poor balance between the instruments suggests that the players are not
listening to each other, the ensemble f inally manages to find a degree of cohesion
during the second movement Atfettuoso,

and this seems to rub off on the final

Allegro, which is well poised.

The recording was made in Bethel

United Church near Manchester, Michigan,
using two B & K omni mikes, with custom

built Mark Levinson preamplifiers and a

Levinson modified Studer A-80 recorder
running at 30 ips. All very impressive. So
why does the recording sound so lack-

lustre?
The soundstage is reasonably wide, but
not strikingly so and there is no great

sense of depth. I was not always happy
about being able to get a f ix on the location

of the image, there was liitle sense of

presence and unless I had been told so on
the record sleeve I would never have known

that the recording had been made in a
church. There is no sense of the sound
reflecting off the side or end walls; the
acoustic envelope is amorphous.

teenth century, is a delight.
Now tades the glimmering landscape
on the slghl
And all the air
a solemn sli//ness holds.
ln sum, this album represents a brief moment of quality, a reminder of some older
values amongst the noise of our computer
world.
O for the wings of a dove .

leads on my tri-amped system in order to
check the phase, just so that I can write
that the record is not out of phase.

-tP

-tP

Frankly, I was annoyed at being forced
by what seemed to me to be a less than expected sound quality to spend the time and

trouble necessary to switch around the

there are suitably jaunty accompaniments
from Peter Van Spall.
This is one of those recordings in which
the recorded sound completely matches the
musical material. No more than two or three
microphones could have been used, and
they were clearly placed some way back
from the performeirs. The advantage of this
placement is that both singer and pianist

are well-balanced, both are performing

within the same acoustic envelope

and

there is plenty of room ambience. So much
so, where the latter is concerned, that the
sound has just the right amount of empty
room seediness to match the sometimes
outrageous songs.
Say when this baby shakes
Sfie's got what it takes
To keep her sailor boy
From going olf to sea.

A serious musical romp, this, that

is

Dave Wilson & Jenniler

highly recommended.
As is Razzmatazz, both Volumes 1 and 2.
Mark Wetch plays ragtime on a Kroeger
piano whose hammers have been slightly
hardened and whose tuning is deliberately
very slightly "off." The effect is thus something like a genteel, or aristocratic, honkytonk piano. The recording, as usual from
this source, is first-rate.
The soundstage is not overly wide, but is
realistic. The imaging is excellent-l can
place every note and, as to the dimensionality, even this seemingly two-dimensional
upright sounds three-dimensional.
lf I have any reservation at all, it is that the
proximity is a very close one; there is little
sense of the room ambience. However, the
presence is excellent despite a lack of the

Ari Petros Slngs the Galli-Gurci Rag. Ari

the transients. All in all, this is a beautif ully

lait degree of sizzle

f

rom the leading edge of

recorded disc.
And Mark Wetch plays with aplomb. From

Petros (tenor), Peter Van Spall (piano). Jen-

nifer GH 111-S.

the filligries of his interpretation of The
Entertainer to Wild Cherries, which is a
blast, this is a most entertaining record in

Ragtime Razzmatazz Vol. 2 Mark P. Wetch
(piano). [David Wilson (eng.)].Wilson Audio

near perfect sound.
"Thank you," also, to David Wilson for including a plan of the microphone layout as
an insert with this record.

w-8212.

Two fun records. not in terms of their in.
consequentiality, but rather in terms of the
pleasure that they give from the poinr of
view of both performance and of recording.
fhe Galli-Curci 8ag is a collection of
ragtime and ragtime-tinged show tunes all
having to do with opera themes or singers.
My favorite is Poor Little Butterf ly is a Fly
Girl Now.
All alone in her pagoda
Waiting for her sailor man .
Ari Petros sings with infectuous gusto and

You'll want to say
The way she shakes her Japan-knee,
Poor little Buttertly
ls a f ly girl now.

Wonderful stuff

!

-llan
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The soundstage is foreshortened, al'

CBS Digital vs. EMI Analogue

though there is a good lateral spread and
the imaging is good. There is zero presence
to the sound-l realize that this is not literally possible, but it is so soft'grained that the

STRAVINSKY: Petrouchka (1947); Scherzo a
/a Russe. Philharmonia Orchestra, Michael
Tilson Thomas (cond.). [Neville Boyling, Bud
Graham (engineers)]. CBS lM 37271.

sound f loats out of the loudspeakers with all
the excitement of a lonely old man exposing
his limpness in a latrine (if the image offends you, so does this record me). The

on
-Hey, todk at that
mother's got a three'sPeed.
-My
got a ten'sPeed.
-My dad's
he hasn't, I seen lt. /t's a Sears'
-No,
guy

the ten'speed.

dynamic range is constricted. lf that is 90
dB's worth, then I am truly shocked. The f re'
quency range is similarly constricted at the
high end. I hardly recognized the sound of
the thinly reproduced celli, the violihs sound
similarly thin-voiced and metallic and the
horn players seem to have rammed cottonwool into their instruments. ln allfairness, I
should say that I liked the reproduction of
the triangle, which seemed lifelike.
There is no ambient information that I

is too!
-No, it isn't.
Yes, lt is/

-lt
-

my brother's got a stripped'
-Anyways,
racer with dropped handlebars.
down
(Two toddlers squatting on their tricycles,

noses no more than two feet from the

could detect. The orchestra and its in'
dividual components sound ghostly and

ground, watching the world ride bY.)
The strange thing about bicycles is the
way in which such a lowly machine of neces-

sary utilitarianism has become such

a

status symbol. Thus, the major chain discount stores have jumped onto this mer'
chandising bandwagon, taken their stock,

heavy-one speeds, f ixed up ten-speed gear'
ing, put a silver f lash along the f rame, called
it the Super Race )(2-409, and doubled the
price. People buy it, but it is basically still
the heavy, clumsy, single'speed bike that it
always was.
I do not care how many labels there are on
the sleeve of this CBS issue-Digital Recording, Audiophile Pressing-nor how many
inserts there are with the headings, "CBS
Mastersound Series," "Extended Range
Recordings," the recorded sound is so poor
that it almost brought me to tears in f rustration at the waste of human resources.

disembodied. This is the sound of foam rub'
ber, not of a symphony orchestra.
I am a little happier with the reproduction
of the orchestra during the performance of
the Scherzo. but this may be due to the instrumentation used for that work.
It gives me no joy to write these things.
After all, the people who made this record
have mortgages to pay and bread to buy like
the rest of us. They are people too. But they
are people who have apparently no idea how

the zip of the best analogues or direct'to
disc albums, the imaging is good and the
perspective is a natural one. Best of all, the
ambience is excellent with a fine acoustic
envelope and the sonic cohesion is fault'
less. The sound is full throughout the frequency range and, unlike the CBS digital,
the bass is firm and there is more harmonic
richness to the sound of the upper strings,
though, in truth, it could have been even bet'

sound.

This recording received mixed reviews
when it f irst appeared but I must admit that I

the instruments of an orchestra should

As far as I could make out, the perform'
ance is flaccid and unengaging, as though
Tilson Thomas were not really there but,
Coppola-like, was conducting the whole
thing via a video line.
Gentle reader, and company executive,
before you dip your pen in cyanide to write a
rebuttal to this review, I beg you to get hold
of a copy of the following record and com'
pare it with the one above.

The sound on this record is generally
emaciated and only comes into focus when
the orchestra is playing loudly.
An interjected note: lt is my impression
that a number of digitally-recorded discs

sound congested when the orchestra is
playing loudly. ls it possible that the CBS
engineers were attempting to compensate
for this effect by adjusting for the louder
passages, so that when the full orchestra

DVoRAK: sv*pno)v;r. ,, "From the New
World"; Overture, "Carniva1." Philharmonia
Orchestra, Carlo Maria Giulini (cond.)' EMI

plays out, the sound is fine, but at anything
less than, say, m/the sound is thin and loses
whatever lifelike quality it had?
What is really sad about this recording is
that I have admired the conducting of Mr.
Thomas in the concert hall, and indeed on
some records, but the sound is so bad on
this issue that it is impossible to tell what
his interpretation is like.

This is a recording of the same orchestra
that was recorded on the CBS digital that I
have just reviewed. This recording was
made, I think, in 1961. Yes, twenty years
before the CBS disc, and what the listener
hears on this disc is the sound of a real orchestra in a real space.
While it is true that the soundstage does

SXLP 30163.
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not have the dramatic three'dimensional
quality of the very best of today's recordings
and even though there is little dimensionali'
ty and the sense of presence does not have

ter.

found the performance most attractive. I
suppose that some would f ind it too loving
and too caressing-calling it, perhaps, indulgent-but loving caresses never hurt
anybody' and it is a jaded heart that does

not respond to the cohesion of the point of
view. lf the dance sections do not make the
feet tap with abandon, they do have a most

definite lilt to them and the finale really
rollicks along. fhe Carnival overture also

bristles and whirls to great effect.
I was more than mildly surprised, when I
looked it up, to find the relatively early d'ate
of this rilcording. The quality of the recorded
sound is as surprisingly good as the sound
on the CBS disc is (unsurprisingly) bad. As
Lewis Mumford wrote, For most Americans,

progress means accepting what

is new

because it is new.

w
i

lfan Payne

Performance Recordings
versus Digitech
PROKOFIEV: Piano Sonata No. 6 in A, Op.
82. James Boyk, piano. IMichael Fraser
(eng.); Doug Sax (mastering)1. Performance
Recordings PR-3. Performance Recordings, 2135 Holmby Avenue, Los Angeles,
California 90025.
MUSSORGSKY: Piclures at an Exhibition.
CHOPIN: Andante Spianato and Grande
Polonaise, Op. 22. Paul Schenly, piano.

[Marc Aubort and Joanna Nickrenz (music

supervision); Don Morrison, Richard
Feldman (Soundstream recording
engineers); Elite Recordings, lnc.
(engineering)1. Digitech DlGl 108.
Oh, no!
Oh, yes!

Two recent recordings of piano music

that make for an absolutely fascinating
comparison in terms of the repertoire on
each disc, the recording techniques used
and the performing styles of the two pianists. And I will tell you now that I woutd not

want to be without either of these two
records.

I might as well take things in the order
that I have just listed them.
It was very much a case of Oh, no! when
saw the prospect of having to listen to yet
another set of Pictures, to be followed by
some oft-recorded Chopin, but Oh, yes! to
the not-often-performed Sixth Piano SonaI

ta of Sergei Prokofiev. This sonata dates
from 1939 after the composer had returned
to Russia;the work is rugged and rhythmic-

ally exciting, with more than a hint of

Romeo and Juliet, composed four years
earlier.
Oh, no! I thought when I saw that Schenly's performance was recorded in deadly

digital, but my response soon changed

when I heard the Siren call of the winged
lady that makes this the most immmediately appealing sound of a piano that I remember having heard. lndeed, to borrow an image from the Bard, drunk on siren's tears
one might be beguiled into thinking this as
perfect a reproduction of the piano as one
could hope to hear.
lf a piano could sound like a f lute, this is
what it would sound like.
It soon becomes evident, however, that

the sound is an illusion; no piano ever
sounded so silken smooth. ln fact, two

pianos are used during the performance of
Pictures-we are never sure which is used
when-and this seems to me to be an imaginative use of studio conditions; the
more brilliant instrumenl is used for the
more exciting movements and the softer'
toned one for the slow movements.
The soundstage is reasonable and the
perspective is good, so that the listener
does at least get the impression that there

is a real piano being iecorded in a real

space, rather than the usual feeling al
finOing himself trapped in the innaids of a
t
Brobd-i n g nag ian,i,iri"" r-.oni iapt ion'

one

sense an acoustic envelooe around th9
piano sound, though after repeated listen'

ing I cannot quite def ine it. There is a sense
of there being ambient information without
being able to actually def ine or identify it.

The sonic cohesion is excellent and the
dynamic range is all there trom pp to f, but
with never the sense of the full-throated
roar of a concert grand at full volume; indeed, the sound becomes shallow at high
volume.
The joy, nay, the glory, of the frequency
reproduclion to my ears rests with the f ine

sound of the midrange. 1t is the excellent
reproduction of this part of the frequency
spectrum, at the expense especially of the
upper f requencies, along with the rounded
transients that impart to the recording its
distinctive beauty of tone. This may not be
the sound of a real piano in a realspace, but
represented on this record are the most
beautif ul sounds of two pianos that I have
ever heard. Each note is a pellucid pearl

drop of sound, rounded, lovely, and
gracef ul. But it is the sound of an imaginary, ideal (perhaps to some) piano,
devoid of the harmonic richness, that stee-

ly quality, that constitutes the sound of a
real piano.
On the other hand, Oh yes!, the sound of
the Steinway grand that is to be heard on
the Performance Recording disc takes its
place with that of the piano on Direct Disk

DD-106 (Brubeck: A Cut Above) and
Dominus D45102-DR ( French Popular
Music Anthology, vol. 2) as amongst the
most impressive and life-like that I have

heard. The sound is more akin to that heard
on RCA RDCE-7 (Edward Auer playing Cho-

pin) than to the more diffuse sound to be
heard on the Dominus record; that is, the
sound of Boyk's piano does not have the
quantity of ambient information that the
French record does, but, on the other hand,
neither does it have the edginess of Auer's.
Perf ormance Record i ngs' soundstage
has a spatial fullness and the piano appears three-dimensional. Proximity is fairly
close, as though one were sitting in the

third or f ourth row. lt is the sense of
presence, the immediacy of the sound, that
grabs the listener. The lransients captured
on the record along with the f ullness of the

lrequency response gives a real you.arethere feeling. Although the recording was
made before an invited audience-James
Boyk appears to be a passionate believer in
the importance of capturing the electricity
of a live performance-of somethirtytoforty people, you could have fooled me. ln f act,
the recording did fool me and I had to check

with Professor Boyk to make sure that this
was indeed a live recording, so quiet was

the audience. The advantage lies not only
in the hoped-for increased cohesion and
tension of the performance but also in the
f aithf ully reproduced ambience of the
Dabney Lounge, where the performance
took place, at Cal Tech, Los Angeles. The

DOMINICO SCARLATTI: Sonata s in C Ma'

ior, K.513; D minor, K.9; G Maior, K.l46.

BEETHOVEN: Sonata No. 32 in C minor, Op.
171. Jarnes Boyk, piano. IMichael Fraser
(eng.)1. Performance Recordings PR'1.
SCHUMANN: Scenes f rom Childhood, Op.
,5. CHOPIN Fantasy, Op.49. James BoYk,
piano. IMichael Fraser (eng.); Doug Sax

dynamic and f requency ranges reproduced
on this recording are such that lcametothe
end of my first listening session and realized that these had had no conscious ef fect
upon my responses, so naturaland lacking
in any constraints did they seem.

(mastering)1. Performance Recordings

So, do I have any complaints about the
sound at all? Only that perf ection is marred

ly sensitive and delightful performance of
the Scenes f rom Childhood and for the impulsive and emotional Fantasy.
The sound is recognizable as being from
the same source on all three of the Boyk

by discrete, but audible, pre-echo, and a
less-than-noiseless pressing. For shame!
The producer of this recording made a

big play of the fact that all this was achieved with "all tube electronics from
groove to groove" and using James Boyk's

own modif ied (it seems) ribbon micro-

phones. As he said, this recording (made in
May 1981)was made using what amounted
to "almost 1956 stock equipment." All lcan
say is that if this is what it takes, then I am
all for it.
It's Oh, yes! to the performances by Paul
Schenly. All I can write is that he is a pianist
who seems to have total tonal and dynamic
controlof his instrument and who also has

something to say about the music that he

plays with that prodigious technique. Each
movement ol Pictures at an Exhibition is
strongly characterized and yet the work as
a whole is all of a piece. The perf ormance of
the Chopin Andante Spianato is one of unsurpassed beauty-the shaded half-tones,
the limpid melodic line-that addes up to
an extraordinary display of sensitive and
lovely pian ism. The Polonaise is every bit as
sturdy and rhythmically pointed as the An'
dante was doe-eyed and soft-edged and
Schenly's impulsive dexterity is wonderf ully controlled at the end.
It was initially a case of , Oh, okay, tostart

with where Boyk's performance was con'

cerned, but the more that I have listened to
his playing, the more I have grown to re'

spect his insights and his deep commit'
ment to the music. His performance is
rhythmically gripping and utterly convin'
cing.
I would not, as I said at the outset of this
review, want to be without either of these
two recordings.

PR.2.

These are the two previous recordings in
the series from James Boyk, hnd lf ind that I
have returned to them of ten; to PR-1 for the
sensitive and fetching performances of the
Scarlatti sonatas, and to PR-2 f or the equal-

recordings, but there has also been a
noticeable development in the quality of
that sound. On both PR-1 and PR-2 the
soundstage is realistic with a good spatial
representation. The proximity is likewise
excellent with the microphones placed far
enough away for the ambience around the

piano to color that sound so that the

listener gets the feeling of a real piano being played in a living space. The presence is
good, with sf chords of great impact, yet
without the physical cutting edge that is to
be heard on theWilson Audio Razzamatazz
album, for example. I love the ambience,
especially the way the sounds continue to
resonate in the space after the note has
been struck. So, all in all, I am pleased with
the sound on these two records-except,
that is, for the groove distortion at the start
cf side two of PR-2.
It is when I make a direct comparison between PR-1 and PR-3that I realizetheextent
to which Mr. Boyk's recording technique
has progressed. All of a sudden, on PR-3,
the sound seems to have opened out, to
have shed an electronic veil, and to have
come out into the sunlight.
I become more impressed each time I
play these records, and as the leaves turn to

burnt amber and orange this glorious

midwestern fall, I find that my soul, in Her.
rick's words, has indeed been charmed by
this music's chiming spheres.

-tP

The Sound ol Bis
BACH: Sulte No.2 in D minor for soto cello,
BWV 2007. HINDEMITH: Sonata for soto
cello. CRUMB: Sonata for solo cello (1g55).
Frans Helmerson (cello). [Robert Van Bahr
(prod. & engineer)]. BtS LP-65. BtS, Grammofon AB BlS, Varingavagen 6, S-18263
Djursholm, Sweden.

STENHAMMER: Symphony No.

1inF.

Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra, Neeme
Jarvi (cond.). ILennart Dehn (prod.); Michael

Berge{glgllB

I

S LP-21 9.

Someone ought to write a paeon of praise
to the ReVox A-77 tape recorder, tracing its
influence on the undergroove recording industry, BIS . . . Proprius . . Performance
Recordings. These, and many other labels,
get their superior-sounding recordings f rom

this deck.'
The qualities of the ReVox, and the advantages of simple microphone placement are
to be heard in the sound on the cello recording. The sessions took place in Wik Castle,
Sweden. The cello captured is rich, clean
and large-scaled in sound. There is a harmonic richness to the sound throughout the
frequency range and one free of distorting
colorations. The cello sounds realistically

like a cello. The only drawback is the

unrealistically large sonic image that is pro-

duced-and I'm even making allowances
for the generally large image produced by
my Magneplanars.

The plucked strings have a noticeable
openness of sound, realistic and unconfined. Only the slightly soft-edged transients detract from the unassuming and unpretentious naturalness here.
The performances of the Hindemith and

of the Crumb are the most successf

ul

musically. Frans Helmerson takes a lyrical
approach to the Hindemith and responds to
the music with great sensitivity. lt's an attractive work that is beautifully played. The
same is true of the Crumb Sonata, an early
work in frge tonality, in which one can hear
the influence of his teacher, Boris Blacher.
Helmerson's reading of the Bach Suife is
large-scaled. You'll find nothing of the Baroque about his playing here, but there is
plenty of warmth of feeling, a clean tone,
and a lack of pomposity. And the Wilhelm
Stenhammer's Symph ony No.7 is a real f ind
for me. The opening measures, for four
horns so/i, are immediately capturing and

the music unfolds-Bheingold-like-in a

glorious late romantic fashion. There are aff inities to Bruckner and the music echoes of
Brahms and Elgar, yet it has its own sense
of style and cohesion.
The performance is beautifully conducted, especially in regard to the overall
line of the music.
As for the sound, it came from a live concert and was not made in the usual BIS man.
ner. I wonder whether its lack of f ullness is a

characteristic of the microphones being
hung high above the orchestra so that one
does not hear the orchestra at ear-level
perspective.

Thus the soundstage has a lateralspread

but little sense of depth. lmaging is

ade-

quate without being pin-point sharp. There

is little instrumental dimensionality and
there is a noticeable lack of presence-transients are soft-edged and there is a lack of
immediacy and zing to the sound, As might
be expected from a live recording made in
the Gothenburg Concert Hall, there is good
ambience with an excellent sense of the
space around the orchestra.
The dynamic range is a disappointment.
My benchmark here continues to be the
Frank Symphony as recorded by Pierre
Monteux with the Chicago Symphony on
RCA (The fabulous team of Mohr and Layton
did the recording), and f rankly there are few

subsequent recordings that match the
dynamic range on that disc. As to the fre.
quency range on the BIS recording, there is
a lack of richness and of a f ullness of sound.

The frequency range is restricted where the
upper partials are concerned so that the upper strings sound thin.
I do not want to make too much of these

negative aspects because, overall, the
I like the atmosphere

sound is warm and

generated by the live audience; and in the in-

evitable unfolding of the gorgeous music

-something like a solemn dance for full orchestra in the rocking forward propulsion of
the music-this recording provides a fascinating musical experience that I fhoro ughly
enjoyed.

-tP

Audiofon
MORITZ MOSZKOWSKT: piano Concerto in
Sg. David Bar-lllian (piano),

E Major, Op.

Bavarian Radio Orchestra, Alfred Antonini

(conductor). IPeter McGrath (technical
supervision)1. Audiofon 2006.
Wow!

Let me catch my breath and also give my
heart a chance to catch up with itseli Drunk
with hedonistic pianism. lt is very easy to
get carried away by this wonderful recording. But I will try to pull myself together to
tell you why this record is worth alisten.
Moszkowski's music is not welt-known to
day, even though he was, in his earlier years

(he was born in Breslau in

.1954),

a suc_
cessful composer and concert pianist.
However, somewhat like Weinberger much

later, Moszkowski ouilasted his fime and
died unremembered and impoverished in

Paris in '1925.
All of which is a pity, because there is no
reason why his Piano Concerto could not
supplant the Tchaikovsky in popularity, giving us all a break. The concerto is a wLttcrafted, tuneful and invigorating work-an
extravagant and large-scaled composition
that falls easily on the ears.
The performance under consideration is
dynamic and heady in its physical impact.
The lighter.textured, delicate moments give
away the fact that veteran David Bar.lllian is
a superbly sensitive pianist, but it is his
drive and sense of spontaneity that really
grab the listener.
The sound on this disc has every bit the
impact the quality of the performance does.
The. soundstage has perceptible depth as
well as a generous lateral spread and the
piano is really pulled out in front of the orchestra. lndeed, the piano is too closely

microphoned for my taste and there are
times when the spread of the sound between the left and right hand on the key.
board is half as wide as that of the or.

chestra.

lmaging is excellent; that is, where the in-

dividual orchestral instruments can

be

made out behind the flood of piano tone. At
the start of the slow second movement, for

example, the interplay of plucked and
bowed strings and woodwind is beautifully

delineated.

The orchestra seems to have been re.
corded with a minimum of microphones

which sound placed at some distance. However there does appear to be (at least)a pair

of microphones placed very close to the

piano-it sounds unnatural[y close to the

listener. This congests the strands of the
music. On the other hand, the presence of
the piano is tremendous, with sharp transients that zip out of the speakers. When the
piano is silent, as it is at the start of the second movement, the orchestra, freed of the
dominating piano sound, is also represented with imposing presence.
There is good spatial ambience around
the orchestra and the sonic coherence is
fine except for the piano which does not
sound placed within the same sound envelope as the orchestra.

There are no real weaknesses in the

reproduction of the frequency range other
than that the low mid to upper lows of the
piano seems to have been accentuated and
slightly swamps adjacent tones. There is no
really soft playing to be heard on this disc
but the dynamic reproduction ol mf lo lf ff is
skull-rattling.
To sum up, a heady performance of infectious music in recorded sound that is vivid

and majestic-if congested and slightly
"blaring" in the low mid-frequencies. lt
represents another outstanding release

from Audiofon.
As a sort of footnote, I should point out
that, unlike most of the other releases from

Audiofon, this disc was not recorded by
Peter McGrath, but it carries many of the
trademarks of care and quality that are
characteristic of the superb records that he
has engineered.

-tP

lor example, the way
-note,
cymbal and triangle are allowed

in which the

Mercury Golden lmports

Sava

to resonate

in the space. Sonic cohesion is excellent,
but it is the reproduclion of the frequency
range that poses the problem. There is a

JOHN ALDEN CARPENTER: Adventures in
a Perambulator; DOUGLAS MOORE: fhe
Pageant of P.T. Barnum; RON NELSON:

thinness to the upper f requencies that gives
them that tinny quality that is so much a part
of the characteristic early Mercury sound.
The original issues sounded brighter,l.e.,
greater presence, with a tighter and more
solid bass and very slightly richer upper
string sound.

nnah River Holiday. Eastman-

Rochester Orchestra, Howard Hanson
(cond.). Mercury Golden lmports SRl 75095.
PISTON: Symphony No. 3; HANSON: SymN o. 4. Eastman-Rochester Orchestra,
Howard Hanson (cond.). Mercury Golden

ph o ny

lmports SRI 75107.
I have written elsewhere about the law of
audiophile PR, so that when I tell you that
these reissues have gold stickers on the
sleeves that proclaim that these are lm-

Turning now to the second reissue, the
Piston Symphony with its bustling Allegros

alternating with the impassioned slow

ported From Europe and Made ln The Netherlands, you know that the sound is not go-

movements makes it an attractive work that
is wellperformed in, as we shallsee in a mo-

ing to be as good as that of the original
issues. Now, I am not about to knock Mercury, which has given us a wealth of
fascinating music over the years in often

ment, dreadful sound. The elegaic Hanson
Symphony No. 4 consists of a sequence of
slow-paced movements with an unexpected
reference to lhe Rite of Spring in the fourth
movement: a moving work, lovingly conducted.
Concerning the reproduced soundstage:
There is little reproduction of depth and no
sense of the dimensionality of instrumental
sound.' The woodwind seems to be placed
out in front of the strings. The sound is much
too bright and the dynamic range is constricted. Although there is a good impression of sonic cohesion, the reproduction is

superb sound, but I am not sure why these
reissues have to sound /ess good than the
various discs from which these performances are taken.
But let me deal with the music and the

performances first. ln terms of overall performance and interpretation, one could
hardly wish for better, but the quality of the
music is more variable. Adventures in a
Perambulator is played with love, portamen-

to is used and there are lovely, gentle

not good throughout the lrequency range.

glissandi, but the music is slight and light
with more than a tinge of Broadway in the
style-not that there is anything inherently
wrong with that-but this is a lovely performance of music that has in it little to hold
the interest of this listener.
The Pageant of P.T. Barnum has a wellmannered vitality about it and the work contains some interesting brief portraits-Jenny Lind as a genteel flute and harp duet, for
instance, is funny. Savannah River Holiday
is a more interesting, but unchallenging,
work consisting of a busy and lively opening
contrasted with a quieter and more lyrical
central section. Again, a beautiful perfor-

There is no richness to the middle frequencies, though this is marginally better for the

mance.
The sound on the disc does vary slightly
from piece to piece, but the generalcharacteristics are fairly similar. There is some
representation of depth to the soundstage
and the imaging is good. Some of the dimensionality is also good, such as the effect of
the cellipr2zicafi, but on the whole the upper
strings have a twodimensional image. The
sense of presence is only fair but the am-

thusiastic about a record whose poor quality of sound makes it so difficult to listen to.

Hanson track. The acoustic environment
seems to have been very dry and a cricket
appears to have taken up residence in the

left channel and no amount of Last could
flush it from the grooves. ln short, this
record displayed the typical early Mercury
thinness or hardness of sound (some have
called it brittle or tinny), that is, plenty of
highs but a real lack of richness at the mid-

dle frequencies. Despite the fact that

I

would like to recommend the record on the
basis of the quality of the music and of the

performance,

it is diff icult to

be en-

-tP
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llan Payne:
The instructions as I received them
were

v

v

descriptive but not helpful. On the one
hand it was to be a.list'of ,,gieat
analog

recordings," on the other nanOT, it was to
be
"you know, your desert island Jir"r,,.
Two- very different things, I thought
to
myself . . . so I will give iry own idi-osyncratic list which consists of hy current
six
favorite analog recordings, from the point
of view of sound quatiiy, on wnicn tne
music also merits attention.

in 1932 is nothing short of miraculous, as is
There is one caveat. One of the joys
of the wide frequency and dynamic range.
record reviewing for me is that I am'conperformances are vintage Stokowski. I
stanily hearing new material, and there-, The
have already just about worn out the track
fore am constanily discovering n"* favorcontaining Wotan's "Farewell" and "Maites. These six great sounding-analogs
arer gic Fire Music."
good only for today . . . tomo-rrow
I wilt f ail
To top it alloff, H. Ward Marston appears
in love all over again with some new vinyt
to
have done a superb job of transferring
""''i
--beauty.
and editing these performances onto LP.
Which brings me to an interesting point.
. o -o-.
__ i Both these f irst two records that I have deWl LLIAMS M i ssou ri Breaks.John Wi lliams scribed are demonstrations
of the incon.
(cond.). [John Norman (engineer)]. United sistency of this reviewer
and of the fact
Artists LA623-G.
that rules are meant to be broken. I have little patience with close miked, multi-track
This is stiil the one .
recordings, but Missouri Breaks is just
. this is still the one that
that, and the sound is magnificent.
this is still the one that L . .
I have even less patience with cut-andThe hell with it: this is stitt the ONE!
splice recordings from which all the life
When I'm mooching around with a head- essence of a real-time performance has
full of staleness from listening too much been drained. But much of Volume 2 of the
and writing too much and generalexisten- Early Hi-Fi disc is just that,
spticing
tial nausea and worst of all my stereo together of two performances the
(one recordequipment does not sound like it used to,, ed fragmentarily in stereo, one recorded in
then this is the one that I return to
mono) but they are so magnificently and
mostly as a reassurance that the Buddha seamlessly played that I would never have
does indeed still reside in my preamp.
guessed that this was so.
So what if the bass is not the deepest
deep and so what if this music is not the
aaa
deepest ever composed and so what if the
surfaces of the disc were pressed by wire- PROKOFIEV; Piano Sonata No. 6 James
meshstampers...?
Boyk (piano). [James Boyk (prod.); Michaet
The music is f un!
Fraser (eng.)l Perf ormance Recordings
The sound has stunning presence!
PR-3. (Distributed by Harmonia Mundi
The soundstage and imaging and dimen- USA, 2351 Westwood
Blvd., Los Angeles,
sionality clear the brain of ',the mockery of California 90064.)
being," and convince me that I should
"Cease now, and nevermore,
This is the best representation of a piano
Litt up the lament."
sound that I have heard and furthermore
Hurray for John Norman whoever you are! James Boyk is a skillf ul pianist whose per,

tormance grows on one with repeated
listenings.

Early Hi-Fi: Wide range and stereo recordings made by BellTelephone Laboratories
in the 1930s. Volume 1 & 2;The Phitadetphia

The piano is recorded at a reasonable
distance, there is a fine sense of that instrument being in a real space and there is
also a first-rate sonic cohesion of the am-

available at $25 the pair plus $2 mailing on-

throughout the f requency range of a piano

Foundation, 2625 Park Avenue, Concord,

paralleled.

Orchestra, Leopold Stokowski (cond.). bient information with the direct instru[Arthur Keller (principat engineer)] BTL mental sound. ln terms of tonal reproduc7091; BTL 8001 (These records are tion and of evenness of reproduction

lncidentally, not only is this an analog
recording, it is an all tube recording ! Doug
Sax and Sheffield Lab did the mastering
and plating. A class production.

FRANCK: Symphony in D minor. Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, Pierre Monteux
(cond.). IRichard Mohr (prod.); Lewis

Layton (eng.)l RCA LSC-2514

I think that, in purely sonic terms, the
Reference Recordings Symphony F antastique may contain the best reproduction of
a full orchestra that I have heard, but this
disc of the Franck Symphony is my preferred reference recording for symphonic
music because of the greater musical im.
pact of the performance. Monteux' interpretation just sweeps me along in the

white heat intensity of the performance.
The sound is magnificent: The soundstage has both great lateral and depth rep-

resentation; imaging and dimensionality

of instruments is superb; the presence,

both from the point of view of the impact of

the sound and of the transients, is stunning and-one of the glories of this discthe dynamic range makes a mockery of

contemporary digital technology. From the
merest whisper to the loudest f ortissimos,
this recording has genuine gut-thumping
physical impact.
I return again and again to this record. as
I do to Missouri Breaks, whenever I need
convincing that all is well with my system
or that some new record really sounds as
poor as I think it does.
By the way, an alternative Mohr/Layton/
RCA that is impressive in a similar way is
the Reiner Das Leid von Der Erde. What I
find exceptional in that recording is the
way in which the sound of the solo voices
has been integrated in such a natural way
with that of the orchestra . . the sotoists
are heard to be singing within the same
acoustic envelope as the orchestra. A genuine triumph.

ly from the lnfant Hearing Assessment this recording is, in my experience, un-

cA 94520.)

The only piano recordings that approach

STOCKHAUSEN: Zyklus pour un batteur.
TERUYUKI NODAL Ectogue for ftute and

the level of fidelity of the three perfor-

These are quile simply the most aston- mance Recordings releases are those of
ishing analog recordings that I have ever Audiofon, which have a stariling dynamic
range, and the Japanese RCA direct-toheard. Period.
And I say this from both the point of view disc recordings. But the triumph of James
of my response to a combination of the Boyk is that he and Michael Fraser have
sound quality and of the musical content. captured on disc what is to my ears the
The two-track stereo that was achieved mosl natural of piano sounds.

percussion. Masami Nakagawa

(f lute),
Sumire Yoshihara (percussion). [Hiroshi
lsaka (prod.); Masaki Ohno (eng.)]. Japan-

ese RCA RDC.1.

Fifteen microphones were used to re.
cord this percussive, (12-inch) 45.rpm, di128

rect-to-disc monster. And, it is a blast!
Where Missouri Breaks jUmps out threedimensionally in f ront of the speakers, with
this RCA recording an enormous three-dimensional soundstage opens out behind
them. And even despite a seemingly inordinate number of microphones. a believable and coherent ambient space is created within which the performance takes

with integral folded sheets, well laid out
and all on hgrvy paper stock (though lmust
admit that lfiave never really been comfort-

able with the cover graphics). A beautiful
production.

This album was issued in limited numbers and I understand that Direct-Disk

Labs is no longer in business. I cannot but
believe that this exceptional recording will
become an audiophile collectors item-, if it
has not already done so.
.. Superb sound, good music and excep-

place.
The presence is tremendous with dramatic, almost visible, transients. The only rival
to this recording in terms of percussive impact is on Reference Recordings 12 (Mickey Hart, Airto, Flora Purim, Batuque) which

tional packaging

.

l'd say: Buy this if

you can, it's my tip f or a record investment
. . . but as I wrote above: l,m always wrong
in these matters .
So just buy it for the wonderful, living

is equally as impressive and has greater
subtlety of sound . . . but I have a soft spot
for the raw kick-between-the-eyes impact
of the RCA. lt's a no-holds-barred recording with seemingly limitless dynamic and
frequency range and none of the airless,
dead ambience that has marred some

bass, great presence, silent backoround
and surfaces and the way it seemi to fill
the space between the listener and the
loudspeakers with vibrant soundwaves.
So there, for today, is my golden halfdozen, or as Dostoevsky put it, ,,these are
all golden dreams."

other potentially impactf ul percussion
records.

Alice Artzt:
When I was f irst given this assignment, I
understood it to be a request foia list of
"desert island" records-ones I couldn,t
live without. but presumably (considering
where it was to be pubtished) eschewin!
any that might have a really poor sound. I
set about pulling out my all-time favorites
gnd go! quite a pile-an enormous'pile in
fact. ldid some weeding and got it down to
about a dozen that I f igured would keep me
sane on this island I was going to. I also
tried to be fair and not simply pilk some of
the biggest boxed sets t had simply to get
more minutes of music-a consideiation it
one is to spend the rest of one's life.listening to something.
I did include a few things Iike Solomon's
Beethoven Pianb Sonatas \HMV Treasury
HLM 7907-71031, and the Casals Festivat

THE NEW BRUBECK QUARTET: A CuI
Above! [Tom Semmes (prod. & mixing
eng.); Glenn Meadows, Mac Evans. Bob
Sowell (mastering engineers)1. Direct-Disk
Labs DD-106

Experienceshowsthat I am an absolutely
useless prognosticator, so I do not really

know why I am bothering to write

this-

since I will surely be wrong again. Still.
Here goes.

This recording of Dave Brubeck and his
sons has long been my bet to become a
classic of the 1970s direct-to-disc boom.

It has everything

well, almost

everything.
Superb sound: with bass as deep as you
could want, a naturally reproduced piano,

colourf ul and well reproduced synthesizers, great presence and transients
(listen to Dan Brubeck's drums during the

recording of Schubert's euintel Op.

163

(the newer pressing in the boxed set [Columbia Masterwor,ks M5 g1169l because it
hasn't got the weird squeaking noise in one
spot that the old pressing had), simpty
because I truly couldn't live without those
performances. Neither set has a sound
that would at all qualify as Hi-Fi, and most
of the recordings in both boxes are mono,
but in both the sound is true enough so one
can easily perceive the extraordinLry quali_

second half of Take Fivel and an exciting
use of the soundstage. The only drawback
is the lack of three-dimensionality.
lnfectious music: in addition to the standard Brubeck compositions-B lue Rondo
a la Turk, Unsquare Dance, Take Five
is some lesser-known Brubeck
-thereDays
(Forty
and Sermon on the Mount,
Unisphere, Three to Get Readyl and also a
medley of Ellingtonia.
Superb packaging. The physical aspects
of this recording are as f ine as any that I
know: An excellent double folded album

ty of the performances in every detail,
which on a desert island would be what

would most matter to me.
Then I found out that alt choices had lo
have glorious sound, so I scrapped the
129

